PAVE

1S)

ICRO

TRICKS

T HE

TRA VEL ING

A spectator

chooses

QU E ENS

either

a red or blue pack
of cards and places it in his pocket. From the se cond
card. The cards
pack he chooses
are spread on the
table. A red card is seen in the blue pack and a blue

EPPECT:

card in the red pack. One is the spectator's selected
card and the other is its exact counterpart.
REQUIRED: Two unpre pared packs of cards, one with blue
and one with

red backs.

o ther
than to place the queen of
spades from the red pack on the bottom of the blue pack
and the queen of spades from the blue pack on the botPREPARATION:

None

Return both packs to their cases.
Place the two cases on the table.
Call

tom of the red pack.
PRESENTATION:

attention to the fact

tha t

one pack has red
Invite a spectator

backs and

to choose
either pack (free choice). Let's say that he chooses
the blue pack. Remove the blue cards and spread them
that the bottom
"stranger"
out back up making sure

the other

blue backs.

card is not seen. Close the spread and cut the pack to
bring the stranger to the center. Replace the cards in
spectator to place the pack in
the case and ask the
the
red
cards and sh0w them as all
Remove
his po cket.
having red backs, again making certain that the stranger card is not seen. Close the Spread and begin a

HINDU Shuffle

and

invite the same spectator to say STOP.
When he does so show him the bottom card, the queen of
spades, and place it face up on the table. Spread the
cards face up on the table and replace the selected

card in the center of the spread. Close the spre ad and
place the red cards in their case. Command the cards to

travel.

Remove both packs and table

spread the

The red backed queen will be found in the
and the blue backed queen in the red pack.

cards.

blue pack

1.

2.

